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A mother and child share so much together--countless milestones, simple joys, unexpected

challenges, and all the little surprising moments in between. This five-year journal will help you

capture it all--simply turn to today's date and take a few moments to answer the question at the top

of the page. As the journal fills, it will become a loving record and cherished family keepsake.
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Confession: I bought this for a Christmas gift, but started thumbing through the pages and fell in

love with the concept. I've started using it myself, and will have to purchase a second copy for the

intended recipient! :)But I really do love this little book. I think many of us would agree that the

ordinary details of today are going to end up being the sweet and special memories of tomorrow - if

only we could remember them! And that's where this little gem comes in handy. I bought a similar

book when my toddler was first born, but that book did not have any questions/prompts, just blank

pages. I kept up with it at first, but eventually got to a point where I didn't know what to write. It can

be hard to think of something original to write every single day. But with this book, the simple

questions get me writing down memories I never would've thought to record, but know that one day

I will love reading! Sample questions include, "One smell I associate with my child right now is

_____, " "My child's newest friend is ______" and "What is getting easier these days?" Highly



recommend, although if I could give 4.999 stars instead of 5, I probably would, only because I feel

like the book would be even better if it was a little bigger. If you have more than one child and want

to answer the questions for both of them, you will have to write pretty small.

Hi Parents! Not that we need one. more. thing. but I really enjoy this journal. It's just a few

sentences (or less). I'm really hoping I keep it going! I usually scribble a quick note during the

morning craziness amongst the toys on my counter, dodging spills near my wrists, with screams of

"more cereal please" as my mood music. If I miss a few day, no big deal as the questions are easy.

Sometimes I look ahead so I can think on my answer while I'm going abut my day. Motherhood is

hard, but I like documenting it and really like that I'll have the same questions to answer for 5 years.

There are standard questions ("What's your child's favorite toy?") to ones that make me pause for a

moment ("What's a good theme song for your child right now?").

I really enjoy these "one line a day 5 year journals". This is the 2nd I'm keeping in lieu of a baby

book for my infant daughter and really enjoy the parenting theme of this one. I have a hard time not

jumping forward and answering multiple questions a day. I love that it makes me reflect on things I

normally wouldn't, or document things in a way I wouldn't usually. I'm excited to see how my

responses change with time.The warnings in the other reviews about the horrendous sticker on the

back were completely valid. I was so bummed when I couldn't get it off. However, with some elbow

grease and strategically applied goo-gone, I've been able to get some of it off and will keep working

at it.

I have been writing in mine since June 15 and I look forward to doing so every night after my kids

have gone to bed. I put on a little music, read the subject or question, and then I spend a good 10

minutes thinking about my answer before I write it down. It's just been a lovely, quick little winding

down activity for me. I highly recommend this to any new mom! I wish I had known about it when my

first baby was born! Side note: I got one for myself and another copy for a close mom-friend. And

we cannot wait to read all 365 days together once we have filled up the journal.

I love this book.I've only been writing in it for about a month but it's been really great. It asks some

deep questions about motherhood and life in general. I think when my children are grown it will

service as sort of a memoir for my kids.It's geared towards one child but when I read the question if

it triggers an answer concerning any of my kids I might answer it based on one of the four or all four.



So you can adapt the book to a multi kid household.I love how when I started the book my kids are

7,7,4,&1 and when I finish it they'll be entire different people at 12,12,9,&6. My daughter is just now

starting to talk, so who knows who she or even I will be by the time she is six!Pocket size, about like

your hand or a book of prayers so it doesn't take up a ton of room on the nightstand.Great way to

journal without really journaling.

Great "soundbites" to end each day. I used to have a traditional 5-year journal, and that felt stale

after a while. This asks enough thoughtful questions to keep it interesting, rather than a recap of the

day. Excited to see how each year's answers change!

I love this product for really the idea of it. It's really good about getting me thinking about things, and

writing down memories I might not have otherwise thought of. It is really small, but I knew that from

the item description photos before I bought it. It's not meant to be a journal you'd write a novel in,

just a journal you read the daily question, and write a little snippet of an answer down in and you go

about your day. I bought one for my best friend who has young children and she loves it as well.

Yes, as some of the reviews state, not all question the book are deep or thought provoking, but

there are a wide variety of prompts.This takes a few minutes s day, and over time you create a

really fun tracker of your family and child's development. I'm looking forward to adding entries over

the years to see how my thoughts change.Sticker on back of book isn't the greatest, didn't ruin the

book for me, but if I had given it as a gift I wouldn't want it there.
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